
2107 - Rushmore Park - 05/05/19 

Pigs ears award is up for grab today, won by Blue Socks who forgot the sign in sheet and then 
tried to stop Death March returning to retrieve it. 
 
Memorial run, couple of minute’s silence for fallen Hashers then birthday honours. Tuff Mudder, 
at 10, gets a cake and then its TP turn to have a drink for fainting in hospital whilst having 
his finger seen to. Any excuse to have attention from nurses, there must be a law or medical 
condition against this? Think Mouse will have to get him a ‘fainting chair’ for his birthday. 
 
Golf club members at the park look like they should be part of the Stepford Wives film set, all 
dressed in their black club attire, so we run off following line of woods to escape being 
assimilated. 
 
Trail dives into the woodlands, “health and safety” nightmare as there is so much woodland litter 
and ankle breaking divots we are reduced to a walking pace to ensure we don’t damage 
ourselves. 
 
Even at this speed we have difficulty finding dust, the pack are reduced to looking for trails in the 
fresh garlic. Good thing K9 has big feet so we can follow the crushed leaves until ‘nothing’! 
 
Down a ditch, nearly slip over, Carolyn does the same. Turn back over ditch, still nothing. It’s a 
sneaky climb over the barbwire fence job. And so we are off again. TP pretends he’s at the front 
from time to time, ignoring Chippendale, Strangely and Wurzle efforts of leading. 
 
Hare suddenly has a boost of enthusiasm, something must be up, it is, a fishhook magically 
appears. Centurion greets all the back trackers with gusto, giving us energy to rush to the front 
again for a photo session. 
 
Down hill for a while, makes a pleasant change, but we know it will have to go back up again 
sometime, according to Death March. 
 
Back into woods, out into fields, down a steep bank to a village pond. Short cutters like mouse 
stay up on the hill while we study an impersonation of the three wise monkeys siting by the 
water. 
 
I go right, only to here calls left. Jog back to follow on the road. Carolyn is way in the distance 
around the bend, so Wurzle must have been doing a Ram and using silent calls up front. 
Avoid the cars, cross the road and climb our way back up hill to the short cutters. 
We find our way back to the Parks gates, but we have to carry on around the perimeter. 
 
Golf balls are wizzing all over the place now. But, although the sneaky ba****rd of a hare 
deliberately sends me off right, the trail hugs the edge of the golf course off left. Wurzle, takes 
point whilst we keep our heads down on this section. 
 
Finally we squeeze past the club buildings with Chippendale and Strangely to see the car park. 
So, memorial run, sunny, cool to cold, ankle breaking undergrowth, long gentle down hills with 
lots more climbs, and a coffee machine that requires coins! 
So what did you think? 
On On 
 


